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Motivation
• Can space weather physics be applied to the laboratory? 

• Very high plasma pressure, β > 100%, steady-state, without toroidal field 

• Collisionless and semi-collisional dynamics well-represented by bounce-averaged transport (i.e. 
particle number per unit flux with constant energy invariants) 

• Fluctuations drive plasma to “canonical” profiles: stationary, marginally stable states, having 
minimum entropy generation 

• Can laboratory studies facilitate the study of space physics and technology? 

• Controlled experiments in relevant magnetic geometry   

• Very strong, but small, dipole magnet inside a very large vacuum chamber making possible very 
large plasma experiments at relatively low cost 

• “Whole plasma” access for unparalleled imaging and diagnostic measurement 

• Injection of waves (ECH, “chorus”, Alfvén, and ion-cyclotron waves), current, and particle/plasmoid 
gives unprecedented control over plasma properties and behaviors
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Outline
• How does a laboratory magnetosphere work? 

• Interchange disturbances and magnetic drift resonances 

‣ Low frequency interchange turbulence: steady “canonical” 
profiles and bounce-averaged (flux-tube averaged) gyrokinetics 

‣ Three interchange instabilities: Fast drift-kinetic, centrifugal 
interchange, semi-collisional entropy modes 

• Examples: exploring plasma dynamics by injection of heat, particles, 
current, and magnetic perturbations by decreasing ion inertial lengths
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LDX (Columbia-MIT)

1200 kA turns
565 kg
0.34 m
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0.15 m
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Laboratory Dipole Experiments Around the World
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First Levitated Dipole Plasma Experiment



Diagnostics

CHAPTER 3. OVERVIEW OF THE LEVITATED DIPOLE EXPERIMENT 26
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Figure 3.3: A cartoon overview of a subset of the LDX diagnostic set.
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Example Plasma Experiment

• 20 kW injected electron cyclotron waves  

• Plasma energy 250 J (3 kA ring current) 
• Peak β ~ 40% (70% achieved in RT-1) 
• Hydrogen gas density 4×1010 cm-3 
• Peak plasma density 1012 cm-3  
• Energetic electrons〈E〉~ 54 keV 

• Peak〈T〉> 0.5 keV (thermal) 

• Density proportional to injected power 
• Sustained, dynamic, “steady state”

CHAPTER 5. MAGNETIC RECONSTRUCTIONS: RESULTS 88
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Figure 5.1: Overview of supported shot 100805045 and levitated shot 100805046. The top
row shows that the heating power profile was the same in both shots. The second row
shows that the vessel pressure was similar on both shots. The third row shows that during
levitation the change in the magnetic flux measured by a flux loop at the outer mid-plane
(diameter 5 m) is nearly a factor of two greater than during supported operation. The last
row shows the phase measurement of the 4 chord interferometer: black (77 cm tangency
radius), red (86 cm), green (96 cm), and blue (125 cm). The large phase change on the
inner chords during levitation show that the electron density is much higher and centrally
peaked during levitated operation. The light red and light blue vertical lines indicate the
times used in the reconstructions described in the next sections. The vertical black lines
mark times when the input power changes.
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Figure4.10:Plasmacurrents(shownasbluedots)areplacedongridnodesbetweenthe
seperatrix(outerredcontour)andthelimitedinnermostfluxsurface(innerredcontour)
basedonapressuremodel.Additionally,currentsareaddedintheuppermirrorregion.Two
currents(I

M1andI
M2)areevenlydistributedoverafinitesetofpointsintheuppermirror.

4.6Theuppermirrorplasma

MagneticmeasurementsandimagesfromavisiblelightcamerashowthatoftenonLDXa

plasmaisconfinedinthearegionreferredtohereastheuppermirror.Theuppermirror

isthemagneticmirrorthatexistsbetweentheF-coilandtheL-coil.Allmagneticfield

linesinthisregionareopensoanyplasmaconfinedintheregionmustbetrappedinthe

magneticwell.Thisthesisaddressestheuppermirrorplasmaprimarilytoassesswhether

thecurrentsinuppermirrorplasmasignificantlye↵ectthemagneticreconstructions.Itis

foundthatoftentherearesignificantcurrentsintheuppermirrorplasmathusrequiringthe

uppermirrorplasmatobeincorporatedintoanycurrent/pressuremodel.Figure4.11shows

theuppermirrorplasmaseenonavisiblelightcamera.
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Measuring the Plasma Pressure from the Plasma Ring Current

Reconstruction Grid
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FIG. 1. A schematic drawing of the LDX experiment. Closed
magnetic field lines are illustrated with solid black contours;
open field lines are shown with dashed black contours. The
fundamental ECRH resonance surfaces for the 2.45 GHz
source and the 6.4 GHz source are illustrated with thick
dashed lines. Locations of the azimuthal magnetic flux loops
are shown by the red dots. Locations and orientations of the
poloidal field coils are shown by the blue arrows with yellow
dots.

From ideal MHD, the equilibrium diamagnetic current
for an anisotropic pressure is

J =
B ⇥ r · p̄

B2
=

B ⇥ r · p?
B2
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pk � p?

� B ⇥ 

B2
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where p̄ = p?Ī + (pk � p?)bb is the pressure tensor
with Ī the identity matrix and b a unit vector along the
magnetic field (B = B b), pk and p? are the parallel
and perpendicular components of the pressure, and  =
b ·rb is the magnetic curvature. Using the vacuum field
approximation of the curvature vector,  ⇡ (r? B)/B,
the azimuthal component of the current density can be
written in cylindrical coordinates as

J� = �2⇡R
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@ 

� 2⇡R
�
pk � p?

� @

@ 
(lnB) (4)

where R is the radial coordinate and  is a poloidal flux
function ( = RA�, where A� is the azimuthal compo-
nent of the magnetic vector potential).
We consider plasmas for which the pressure anisotropy

is described by the relation p? = (1+2a)pk where a is the
anisotropy parameter. Then, from parallel momentum

balance [14] the perpendicular pressure is [15]

p? = G( )

✓
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B

◆2a
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where G( ) is a flux function and B0 is the minimum
magnetic field strength along a magnetic field line.
The flux function G( ) is defined
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where  0 =  (R0),  fcoil is the value of  at the levitated
dipole coil (the “F-coil”), and ↵ = 4g (| fcoil/ 0| � 1).
The coe�cients A, B, and C are defined such that G and
dG/d are continuous. The width � is a fixed value that
typically spans about a 5 cm radial distance at the mid-
plane. Figure 2 illustrates the flux function G( ) and the
e↵ect of the anisotropy parameter on the current density
distribution, respectively.
The poloidal flux function,  , is related to the az-

imuthal current by the partial di↵erential equation

�⇤ = �µoRJ�( ) (7)

where�⇤ ⌘ R2r·
� r

R2

�
, and µo is the permeability of free

space. Equation 7 is iteratively solved on a grid (see Fig.
3) to determine the plasma boundary and distribution of
plasma currents.
The current in the floating coil is initially determined

by balancing the gravitational force on the coil with the
force exerted on it by the levitation coil. At subse-
quent times (when there may be changes in the floating
coil position, the levitation coil current, or the addition
of plasma currents) the current in the superconducting
floating coil is adjusted to conserve magnetic flux.

B. �2 model fitting

Model parameters are determined by a nonlinear �2

minimization process. To determine the best fit parame-
ters the global variation of �2 in the parameter space is
first mapped with a parameter scan. Then, a downhill
simplex method is used to hone in on the best parameter
fit. Estimates of the errors in the parameter values are
made by propagating the known measurement errors via
a Monte Carlo method [16]. Figure 5 shows the results
of this minimization and error analysis for a levitated
plasma.

Plasma Ring Current

What is the plasma ring current distribution that 
fits magnetic sensor arrays?



Measuring the Plasma Pressure from the Plasma Ring Current

In the last set of levitated and supported 
shots (100805033-51) the upper mirror 
plasma was significant

Upper mirror plasma is 
modeled as two currents, 
Im1 and Im2, that are 
evenly distributed across 
two sets of filaments.

Central mirror plasma, 
Im1, can be several kA.  
Outer mirror plasma is 
always less than a couple 
hundred amps.
 

Figure4.11:Agrayscalevisiblelightimageofaplasmashotwithmagneticfieldlinesoverlaid
inyellow,separatrixinred,andcurrentdensitycontoursinblue.Theuppermirrorplasma
currentismodeledas2currents(I

M1andI
M2)distributedoverafinitesetofpointsinthe

uppermirror.

Theuppermirrorplasmaisseperatedbythemechanicaluppercatcherintoaninner

region(insidethecatcher)andanouterregion(outsidethecatcher).Figure4.12shows

theelectroncyclotronresonanceszonesforatypicalmagneticconfigurationonLDX.The

locationsoftheresonancesindicatethattheinneruppermirrorplasmashouldonlyform

whenthe10.5GHzand/or6.4GHzpowersourcesareon(itshouldnotformwithjustthe

2.45GHzpowersource).Figures4.13(a)and4.13(b)showthattheinnerplasmaisseenon

thevisiblelightcamerawhenallpowersourcesareonbutisnotseenwhenonlythe2.45

GHzsourceison.

Instability,orsomeotherunknownevent,oftencausestheinneruppermirrorplasma

toberapidlyloss.Whenthislossoccursthereisarapidchangeinthefluxmeasuredby

fluxloop11thatcoincideswithasimultaneousdecreaseinthevisiblelightemittedfromthe
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High-β Plasma 
High-Confinement 
Steady-State

Plasma Ring Current
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FIG. 4. Overview of supported shot 100805045 (dashed lines)
and levitated shot 100805046 (solid lines). The top row shows
that the heating power profile was the same in both shots.
The second row shows that the vessel pressure was similar
on both shots. The third row shows that during levitation
the change in the magnetic flux measured by a flux loop at
the outer mid-plane (diameter 5 m) is nearly a factor of two
greater than during supported operation. The last row shows
the phase measurement of the inner most chord of the inter-
ferometer (77 cm tangency radius). The large phase change
on the inner chord during levitation shows that the electron
density is much higher and centrally peaked during levitated
operation. The thin vertical black lines mark times when the
input power changes.

located close to the innermost flux tube (R0 ⇠ 0.65 m)
which touches the floating coil in the inner radius. For
the high frequencies the mod-B resonance surface cuts
across all field lines, and appear to be e�cient in cre-
ating density in combination with low frequency (2.45
GHz) heating.

C. Elimination of Upper Mirror Currents

The plasma that forms in the mirror wells that form
on open field lines (Figs. 3 and 8) absorbs heating power
and distorts the equilibrium. We have eliminated these
currents by locating a series of rods (the “spider”) that
intercept the plasma that tends to form in this re-
gion. Table III compares levitated shots with similar

81 ±  5 cm

2.1 ±  0.2
g

FIG. 5. Monte Carlo simulation of parameter errors for levi-
tated shot 100805046. The value of the steepness parameter
is 2.1 with a standard deviation of about 0.2. The black con-
tours mark values of constant �2. The inner contour is defined
by �2 = �2

min + ��2 where �2
min = 19.4 and ��2 = 0.9.

Model Parameters Levitated Supported
Power (2.45, 6.4, 10.5 kHz) 18 kW 18 kW
Cord 2 line density† 6.4e19 m�2 2.1e19 m�2

Pressure parameter, p0 426 Pa 4430 Pa
Pressure peak location, R0 0.81 m 0.80 m
Profile steepness parameter, g 2.1 6.3
Anisotropy parameter, a†† 0.5 2.0
Upper mirror inner current, IM1 -1 A -2630 A
Upper mirror outer current, IM2 -155 A -6 A
Resulting Plasma Parameters Levitated Supported
Peak pressure 268 Pa 880 Pa
Plasma energy 250 J 196 J
Beta at pressure peak 8.6 % 27.2 %
Total plasma current 3.0 kA 2.4 kA
Plasma dipole moment 12.1 kA ·m2 7.1 kA ·m2

Global energy confinement 14 ms 11 ms

TABLE I. Pressure profile parameters and plasma parame-
ters for magnetic reconstructions of levitated shot 100805046
and supported 100805045 with multiple ECRH sources. The
global energy confinement time is the plasma energy divided
by the total microwave input power.
† Interferometer cord with tangency radius R = 0.86m
†† Parameter held fixed during �2 minimization.

ECR heating power and neutral gas pressure. Discharge
100527002 permits upper mirror currents to form whereas
in 130814045 the spider largely eliminated these currents.
We have magnetically reconstruct the equilibrium for
both of these shots. Table III shows the best fit param-
eters and calculated plasma parameters for the plasma
with and without mirror plasma. The equilibria indicates
the near elimination of mirror currents and in particular

Reconstruction Results in Very 
Good Accuracy of Pressure Profile 

P|| ⇡ P?
3 kA



“Canonical” Profile: δ(PVγ) ≈ 0Normalized entropy density factor
Levitated versus supported

Radius [m]

pV
�
/|

|p
V

�
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Levitated (100805046), t = 8.2 sec, γ = 5/3

Supported (100805045) 
t = 9.5 sec
γ = 5/3

Figure 7.1: For levitated shot 100805046 with multiple ECRH sources on the entropy density
factor is constant with radius outside the pressure peak (at radius 81 cm). This is consistent
with a pressure profile that is marginally stable to the MHD interchange mode. For supported
shot 100805045 with multiple ECRH sources on the entropy density factor decreases with
radius outside of the pressure peak (at radius 80 cm) indicating a pressure profile that is
steeper than the MHD limit.
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Measurement of Density Profile with Interferometry
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Measurement of Density Profile with Interferometry 
Show Equal Particle Number per Unit Magnetic Flux
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Self-Organized Mixing: Dye Stirred in Glass



Our Space Environment is Complex and Highly Variable  

With Concurrent Plasma Processes and Important Questions to Answer 

Van Allen Probes (A&B) Launched August 2012 
Discovered New 3rd Radiation Belt (2 MeV e-) then annihilated by passage of interplanetary shock 

ScienceExpress, Baker, et al., 28 Feb 2013
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NORAD OV3-4 (1966) validated physics of inward pinch and adiabatic heating of  
drift-resonant radiation belt particles. Farley, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 1970 

Collisionless Radiation Belt Particles



Ions Electrons 

For each species and invariant energy λ, η is 
conserved along a drift path. 
Specific Entropy!

pV γ =
2
3

λs ηs
s
∑
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TABLE I
Comparison of equations of ideal MHD with those used in the RCM

Ideal MHD RCM

∂ρ
∂t C ∇ ¢ . ρv/ D 0 . ∂

∂t C v⃗k . λk ; x⃗ ; t/ ¢ ∇/ηk D S. ηk/− L. ηk/

. ∂
∂t C v⃗ ¢ ∇/. ρv⃗/ D j⃗ × B⃗ − ∇P j⃗k × B⃗ D ∇Pk

. ∂
∂t C v⃗ ¢ ∇/. Pρ−5 = 3/ D 0 P D 2

3
!

k ηk j λk j V −5 = 3 ; λk D constant

∇ ¢ B⃗ D 0 Part of the magnetic field model.
∇ × B⃗ D ¹ 0j⃗ Included in magnetic field, but j⃗ ̸ D !

k j⃗k .

∇ × E⃗ D − ∂B⃗
∂t Included implicitly in mapping.

E⃗ C v⃗ × B⃗ D 0 E⃗ ¢ B⃗ D 0 and E⃗⊥ C v⃗k × B⃗ D ∇W. λk; x⃗ ; t /
qk

guarantee that the current density carried by each species k, crossed with the mag-
netic field, balances the gradient of the partial pressure for species k, under the
assumption that the inertial terms in the momentum equation are negligible. In
the RCM, the adiabatic-compression condition takes the form of assuming that
the energy invariant λk is conserved. Magnetic field models used as input to the
classical RCM always assume ∇ ¢ B⃗ D 0. While those input models also generally
satisfy a condition ∇ × B⃗ D ¹ 0j⃗ , the current used in the magnetic field model is,
in general, not constrained to be equal to the sum of the RCM-computed partial
currents j⃗k; however, some RCM runs are now being performed using a magnetic
field that is consistent with RCM-computed currents (Section 5). As discussed
previously Faradays law is included in the RCM implicitly, through the time-
dependent mapping between ionosphere and magnetosphere. Like MHD, the RCM
generally assumes that there is no electric field component along the magnetic
field; however, the RCM drift equation includes the effect of gradient-curvature
drifts, which is equivalent to writing a separate Ohm’s law for each species k and
including an extra gradient/curvature term.

3. RCM Algorithms

Figure 1 outlines the essential logical structure of the RCM. This chart elaborates
the basic scheme first proposed by (Vasyliunas, 1970). The differences between
the scheme shown in Figure 1 and that given by Vasyliunas are the additional
boxes representing various model inputs and outputs as well as modifications to
include such effects as self-consistently computed ionospheric conductance. The
core of the calculation, in the center of the figure, displays the basic algorithmic
time loop. The RCM steps in time (typically with steps of 1–5 sec.), iteratively
solving Equations (4) and (12), with time-dependent inputs. Equation (4) is used to
advance the particles, using the velocity computed from Equation (1). Equation (1)
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Abstract. The Rice Convection Model (RCM) is an established physical model of the inner and
middle magnetosphere that includes coupling to the ionosphere. It uses a many-fluid formalism to
describe adiabatically drifting isotropic particle distributions in a self-consistently computed electric
field and specified magnetic field. We review a long-standing effort at Rice University in magneto-
spheric modeling with the Rice Convection Model. After briefly describing the basic assumptions
and equations that make up the core of the RCM, we present a sampling of recent results using the
model. We conclude with a brief description of ongoing and future improvements to the RCM.
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1. Introduction

Earth’s inner magnetosphere is home to an interesting variety of particle popula-
tions and plasma processes. While radiation-belt particles (> 1 MeV energy) have
been elegantly described by the adiabatic theory developed in the earliest days
of the space age e.g., (Northrop, 1963), this picture can be disrupted by severe
solar-wind disturbances (Li et al., 1993). The ring current, consisting mainly of
ions and electrons in the 10–200 KeV energy range, carries a large fraction of
the total particle energy of the magnetosphere and enough current to substantially
affect the overall magnetic configuration. Coexisting in the same region of space
as the radiation belt and ring current is the plasmasphere, consisting mainly of
particles with energies < 1 eV. While the plasmasphere does not directly affect the
magnetospheric magnetic field configuration, it still contains most of the mass of
the magnetosphere. The plasmasphere exhibits a wide range of interesting plasma
phenomena which affect wave propagation, particle loss, and heating processes in
the ring current and radiation belt populations.

Because many space-based assets are located in the inner magnetosphere and
the underlying ionosphere, understanding the physical processes that control this
region of space has important space weather implications. For example, the per-
formance of geosynchronous communications spacecraft can be impaired by the
effects of surface charging and the resultant arcing in solar panels. MeV outer-
belt ‘killer electrons’ constitute another important space-weather hazard; they are

Space Science Reviews 107: 175–196, 2003.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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INNER MAGNETOSPHERIC MODELING WITH THE RICE
CONVECTION MODEL

FRANK TOFFOLETTO, STANISLAV SAZYKIN, ROBERT SPIRO and
RICHARD WOLF

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, TX 77005, U.S.A.

Abstract. The Rice Convection Model (RCM) is an established physical model of the inner and
middle magnetosphere that includes coupling to the ionosphere. It uses a many-fluid formalism to
describe adiabatically drifting isotropic particle distributions in a self-consistently computed electric
field and specified magnetic field. We review a long-standing effort at Rice University in magneto-
spheric modeling with the Rice Convection Model. After briefly describing the basic assumptions
and equations that make up the core of the RCM, we present a sampling of recent results using the
model. We conclude with a brief description of ongoing and future improvements to the RCM.

Key words: magnetosphere-inner, numerical modeling, plasma convection, ring current

1. Introduction

Earth’s inner magnetosphere is home to an interesting variety of particle popula-
tions and plasma processes. While radiation-belt particles (> 1 MeV energy) have
been elegantly described by the adiabatic theory developed in the earliest days
of the space age e.g., (Northrop, 1963), this picture can be disrupted by severe
solar-wind disturbances (Li et al., 1993). The ring current, consisting mainly of
ions and electrons in the 10–200 KeV energy range, carries a large fraction of
the total particle energy of the magnetosphere and enough current to substantially
affect the overall magnetic configuration. Coexisting in the same region of space
as the radiation belt and ring current is the plasmasphere, consisting mainly of
particles with energies < 1 eV. While the plasmasphere does not directly affect the
magnetospheric magnetic field configuration, it still contains most of the mass of
the magnetosphere. The plasmasphere exhibits a wide range of interesting plasma
phenomena which affect wave propagation, particle loss, and heating processes in
the ring current and radiation belt populations.

Because many space-based assets are located in the inner magnetosphere and
the underlying ionosphere, understanding the physical processes that control this
region of space has important space weather implications. For example, the per-
formance of geosynchronous communications spacecraft can be impaired by the
effects of surface charging and the resultant arcing in solar panels. MeV outer-
belt ‘killer electrons’ constitute another important space-weather hazard; they are

Space Science Reviews 107: 175–196, 2003.
© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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Bounce-Averaged Turbulent Mixing in Toroidal Laboratory Plasmas

For isentropic mixing and when the turbulent spectrum is sufficiently broad to 
interact (nearly equally) with all particles, independent of energy and pitch-angle, 
the curvature pinch dominates.  
!
Diffusion of flux-tube particle number, nδV, …
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“Canonical” Profiles of Magnetized Plasma 
δ(nV) ≈ 0   &   δ(PVγ) ≈ 0

• Low frequency fluctuations in strongly magnetized plasma, ωd ~ ω << ωb << ωc, conserve energy or 
Lagrangian invariants of the flow. 

• Turbulent mixing across flux tube volumes “self organizes” magnetized plasma to canonical 
profiles, which are nearly stationary δ(nV) ≈ 0  and  δ(PV

γ
) ≈ 0. 

• Flux-tube geometry determines curvature diffusive & pinch terms in coordinate-space. 

• Space (i.e. Dipole) geometry: 
➡Birmingham, J. Geophysical Res., 1969 
‣ Harel, Wolf, et al., J. Geophys. Res., 1981 
‣ Kobayashi, Rogers, and Dorland, Phys. Rev. Lett., 2010 
‣ Kesner, et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 2010; Kesner, et al., Phys. Plasmas, 2011. 

• Tokamak geometry: 
➡Coppi, Comments Plasma Phys. Controll. Fus., 1980 
‣ Yankov, JETP Lett., 1994 and Isichenko, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 1995 
‣ Baker and Rosenbluth, Phys. Plasmas, 1998; Baker, Phys. Plasmas, 2002 
‣ Garbet, et al., Phys. Plasmas, 2005



Quantitative Verification of Turbulent Particle Pinch

5 m

Using only measured electric field fluctuations,  
Space weather diffusion model is verified with levitated dipole
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Quantitative Verification of Turbulent Particle Pinch

Edge Probe Array: 

Using only measured electric field fluctuations,  
Thomas Birmingham’s diffusion model is verified with levitated dipole

D = lim
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0
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Quantitative Verification of Inward Turbulent Pinch

(a) Side View
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Line Density Shows Strong Pinch
Only with a Levitated Dipole
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25 msec

Turbulent pinch
from measured
fluctuations

With levitated dipole, inward turbulent 
transport sets profile evolution

Alex Boxer, et al., “Turbulent inward pinch of plasma confined by a levitated dipole magnet," Nature Phys 6, 207 (2010).
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Heating or gas modulation demonstrates  
(Robust) inward pinch & Natural “canonical” profile

• Density increases with power (T ~ constant). Density profile shape is unchanged near (nδV) ~ constant. 
• Gas source moves radially outward. Inward pinch required to increase central density.
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Turbulent Pinch is a Fundamental Process found in Toroidal Magnetic Systems  
Including Tokamaks and Planetary Magnetospheres (but, different… )

Levitated Dipole Experiment (LDX)!
!

1.2 MA Superconducting Ring 
Steady-State 
25 kW ECRH 

1 MW ICRF (unused)

Princeton Large Torus (PLT)!
!

17 MA Copper Toroid 
1 sec pulses 

750 kW Ohmic 
75 kW LHCD 

2.5 MW NBI & 5 MW ICRF



A (Historic) Density Rise Experiment on PLT 
Jim Strachan, et al., Nuc. Fusion (1982)

Inward Turbulent Pinch “is necessary to 
model the experimental results” of peaked 

density from edge gas source

Non-diffusive!
Pinch



A (Historic) Density Rise Experiment on PLT 
Jim Strachan, et al., Nuc. Fusion (1982)

but gas puff intensifies turbulence and Outward Ion Energy Flux 
accompanies Inward Turbulent Particle Pinch

Enhanced Turbulent Fluctuation Intensity… … Causing Central Ion Cooling



But, Toroidal Confinement without Toroidal Field is different…

• Dipole… 
‣ Interchange (not drift-ballooning) sets limits  
‣ β ~ 100% with ω* ~ ωd (isentropic, δ(PVγ) ~ 0) 
‣ Flux-tubes convect globally without bending 
‣ No toroidally circulating particles 
‣ Peaked profiles with flux tube volume δV ~ R4 

• Tokamak… 
‣ Ballooning and kinks set pressure limit 
‣ β ~ ε/q ≈ 5% with ω* >> ωd (non-isentropic) 
‣ Short radial scale of drift waves fluctuations 
‣ Passing ≠ trapped particles 
‣ Flat profiles with δV ~ qR Helical 

Flux 
Tubes

Circular Flux Tubes



Outline
• How does a laboratory magnetosphere work? 

• Interchange disturbances and magnetic drift resonances 

‣ Low frequency interchange turbulence: steady “canonical” 
profiles and bounce-averaged (flux-tube averaged) gyrokinetics 

‣ Three interchange instabilities: Fast drift-kinetic, centrifugal 
interchange, semi-collisional entropy modes 

• Examples: exploring plasma dynamics by injection of heat, particles, 
current, and magnetic perturbations by decreasing ion inertial lengths

• How does a laboratory magnetosphere work? 

• Interchange disturbances and magnetic drift resonances 

‣ Low frequency interchange turbulence: steady “canonical” 
profiles and bounce-averaged (flux-tube averaged) gyrokinetics

• Examples: exploring plasma dynamics by injection of heat, particles, 
current, and magnetic perturbations by decreasing ion inertial lengths



Interchange (or Entropy) Instabilities 
Always Dominate Turbulent Mixing 

• Familiar magnetospheric convection, e.g. 
Saturnian convection 

• Three modes in the laboratory with same 
global structure but different frequencies: 

‣ Fast electron gyrokinetic interchange:  
Collisionless (ωd τcol > 103) with (µ, J) 
invariance; frequency chirping 

‣ Centrifugal interchange Mach ~ 1: Semi-
collisional (Ω τcol ~ 1) with (nV) invariance 

‣ Interchange/entropy modes: Semi-collisional 
(ωd τcol ~ 1) with (PVγ) & (nV) invariance
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gions of the magnetosphere. The two-cell con-
vection would then cause a concentration of the
outflowing plasma on the dense side of the
convection pattern (Fig. 3B); that is, at an SKR
longitude of lSC ~ 330°. As the convection
pattern rotates, this outflow would produce
perturbations that propagate far out into the
magnetosphere, thereby acting as the cam that
drives other rotationally modulated magneto-
spheric effects, such as the SKR. From the
Voyager 1 and 2 radio observations (27), it is
known that SKR is generated at relatively low
altitudes along magnetic field lines that pass near
the magnetopause on the late-morning side of the
magnetosphere. As the perturbations from lSC ~
330° propagate outward, the associated magnetic
field perturbations (fig. S3) develop a phase lag
of about 149° to 195° by the time they reach the
vicinity of the magnetopause at R ~ 20 RS. This
phase lag, which has been previously studied by
Espinosa et al. (4) and Cowley et al. (28), is
almost exactly the right amount to explain the
generation of SKR in the late morning at a local
time of about 8 to 11 hours and a subsolar SKR
longitude of lSun = 100°. For a further discus-
sion of the geometry involved and for com-
ments on how the SKR might be generated as

the outward-propagating disturbance from the
cam interacts with the morning side of the mag-
netopause, see the SOM.

A potentially important feature of the convec-
tion pattern that needs to be explained is the close
relation between the phase of the azimuthal
magnetic field and the phase of plasma density
modulation (Fig. 2, B and C). This relation is most
likely related to the azimuthal torque required to
oppose the change in the angular momentum of
the plasma disk caused by the mass loading.
Because both ionization and charge exchange are
proportional to the plasma density, they both
contribute to the mass loading. The current system
that produces this torque and the resulting
contribution to the Bϕ magnetic field are then
expected to be largest in the region of highest
plasma density, which would explain why these
two quantities are in phase. However, the relation
between the magnetic field and the plasma density
variations may be more subtle. If the current
systems linking the plasma sheet to the northern
and southern hemispheres are identical, then there
would be no Bϕ magnetic field component at the
equator. The equatorial Bϕ component would then
have to be due to an asymmetry between northern
and southern hemispheres. The asymmetry could

be produced by the fact that the net dayside
conductivity of the southern hemisphere of Saturn
is currently higher than in the northern hemi-
sphere, not only because high southerly latitudes
are currently in sunlight but also because the rings
are partially shadowing the northern hemisphere.
This north-south difference in the illumination
greatly increases the conductivity of the upper
atmosphere in the southern hemisphere relative to
that in the northern hemisphere. The immediate
consequence of this difference is that interchange
motion would be resisted more by the southern
ionosphere (23). In the high-density sector where
flux tubes would move out, the northern iono-
sphere has to transmit a poleward motion to the
southern ionosphere and vice versa in the inward-
moving sector. This asymmetry would require a
significant transverse magnetic field component at
the equator. A quarter-cycle lag is expected
between outward motion and the peak bending
inward of the field (that is, a peak negative value
of the radial field perturbation, DBr). Recalling the
phase relation originally identified by Espinosa
et al. (4) (that DBr leads Bϕ), one sees that the
observed phase relation between Bϕ and ne (ne,
electron density) is consistent.

Because our model is based on a centrifugally
driven instability in the plasma disk that acts as a
camshaft, it does not necessarily require a
rotating magnetic anomaly or any other rotating
source internal to Saturn. Therefore, the internal
rotation period of Saturn cannot be determined
from the period of the SKRmodulation. The only
conclusion that can be drawn is that the internal
rotation period must be less than the shortest
SKR modulation period ever observed, which
currently is slightly less than the period observed
by Voyager (9). If some internal source with the
correct time-variable rotation rate were to be
eventually identified, it is clear that any new
explanation would need to account for the ro-
tating plasma density and magnetic fields re-
ported in this paper, as well as their linkage to the
time-variable SKR modulation rate.
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Fig. 3. (A), adapted from
Hill (18), shows the mecha-
nism by which the plasma
disk is coupled to the upper
atmosphere of Saturn via
magnetic field–aligned cur-
rents, J∥. The field-aligned
currents transfer angular
momentum from the planet
to the plasma disk via the
J⊥! B force exerted, where
J⊥ is the component of
current flowing perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field B.
This force opposes the drag
force exerted on the disk as
mass produced by ionization
and charge exchange from
the Enceladus gas torus is
picked up by the rapidly
rotating magnetic field. This
drag force causes the plas-
ma disk, which rotates at an
angular rate w, to slip slowly
with respect to the rotation
rate W of the upper atmo-
sphere of Saturn. (B) The
rotating two-cell plasma con-
vection pattern that we propose to explain the longitudinal modulation of the plasma density and
magnetic field in the inner region of the plasma disk. In this model, the two-cell convection pattern,
shown as viewed from the north pole of Saturn, is driven by a centrifugal instability that arises from
ionization of the neutral gas torus. As the plasma flows through the neutral gas torus from a to b, the
density increases because of this ionization, causing the centrifugal force Fc = nmw2R at Fc(2) to be
greater than at the symmetrical point Fc(1) on the opposite side of the convection pattern. It is this
difference in the centrifugal forces that drives the convection. A radial outflow of plasma in the “heavy”
sector of the convection pattern then acts as the cam (4) that drives the rotational modulation of various
phenomena in the outer magnetosphere, such as the SKR. The slippage rate, and therefore the SKR
modulation period, are determined by the mass loading rate dm/dt from the neutral gas torus and by the
coupling to the upper atmosphere, both of which are likely to have long-term variations.
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δ(PVγ) ~ δ(nV) ~ 0



Trapped energetic particles very well confined 
by dipole magnetic field

• Garnier, POP (1999) shows 
equilibria with β > 100% possible 

• Garnier, POP (2006) reports peak 
beta 20% achieved 

• Garnier, NF (2009) reports peak 
beta doubles with levitation 

➡ Saitoh, JFE (2010) reports peak 
beta 70% achieved in RT-1

Cassini at Jupiter (Dec 30, 2000)

X-Ray 
E > 40 keV

LDX (Jul 1, 2005)

The natural high beta in planetary magnetospheres 
can be achieved in the laboratory. Steady-state.



Drift-Resonant (Hot Electron) Interchange Instability

± 100 V



Kinetic Interchange Drift Mode can also appear in  
LDX with β ~ 40% “Artificial Radiation Belt”
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Interchange Drift Resonance (µ, J) ~ 1/L2

60 CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
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“Chorus” Injection Fills-in Phase-Space Holes
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Profile “Shape”(i.e. gradient)
Sets Stability Limits

Stable

γ = 5/3

Peaked
Density
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Low frequency interchange & Entropy modes dominate 
Semi-collisional thermal plasma dynamics

• Interchange modes set pressure and density gradient 
limits in dipole-plasma (not ballooning-drift) 

• Entropy mode changed our thinking: not just 
pressure and density gradients, also η = d(lnT)/d(lnn) 
(Kesner, POP, 2000; Kesner, Hastie, POP, 2002) 

• Entropy modes generate zonal flows and self-
regulate transport levels (Ricci, Rogers, Dorland, 
PRL, 2006) 

• Fluctuations disappear with flat density profiles 
(Garnier, JPP, 2008; Kobayashi, et al., PRL, 2009) 

• Measurements show fluctuations throughout 
plasma (Nature-Physics, 2010); inverse energy 
cascade (POP, 2009); intermittency (PRL, 2010)
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Gyrokinetic (GS2) simulations show turbulence drives 
particles or heat to maintain uniform entropy density

Turbulence drives plasma to steep profiles and creates 
“Canonical” Profiles: Self-Organization

Kobayashi, Rogers, Dorland, PRL (2010)
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11 kW/100 J ⇒ η ≈ 1.2

Turbulence Maintains Centrally-Peaked Self-
Organized “Canonical” Profiles 

• Thermal plasma energy  
Wth ≈ 100 J with 11 kW ECRH. 

• Measured edge Te ≈ 14 eV, 
density profile, and stored 
energy, require  
central Te ~ 0.5 keV 

• Outward thermal flux sustains 
inward particle flux, η ~ 1.2

Boxer, et al., Nature Phys. (2010)



Polar Imaging of Plasma Dynamics

Net Current (AU)
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High Speed Imaging of Interchange/Entropy Mode 
Turbulence at 0.5 Mfps

• Detectors biased to collect ion 
current 

• Visualize turbulence 

• Density fluctuations rotate in 
electron drift direction with 
random amplitude and phase 
modulations 

• Compute turbulence cascade 
and compare with nonlinear 
simulations

Brian Grierson
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Figure 5.7: The non-dimensionalized density N̂i measured at y = 0.5 (L=54 cm), and
around the plasma azimuth for Mx = 30 and Mx = 200. Large-scale structures rotate

around in the negative azimuthal direction, as measured in CTX. Coherent structures are
seen to merge and split similar to Fig.4.11.
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Figure 5.8: The ensemble azimuthal mode number spectrum for Mx = 30 and Mx = 200.
As the azimuthal grid is refined, the dominant structures tend to increase in wavelength

from m = 1, 2 to m = 5.
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point, displayed in Fig.4.11(b). Modes number as high as m = 5 can be dominant, but the

higher mode numbers are dominant for shorter durations. The variation in the dominant

azimuthal mode number represents the merging (m decreasing) and splitting (m increasing)

of coherent structures, or vortices, of plasma density.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Measurements of plasma density in time and azimuthal angle as well as (b)
the dominant azimuthal mode number m. The angular stripes show plasma rotation at

f ⇤ 2 kHz.

4.2.4 Comment on Transport

The measurements of auto- and cross-correlation functions and azimuthal mode structure are

ensemble quantities, converged over the entire duration of a discharge. One may ask, what

is the relationship between the fluctuations in potential and plasma density? This question

addresses the fluctuation-induced particle flux caused by E ⇥ B motion [75, 13]. The radial

E ⇥ B particle flux is1

�r = ñṽr = ñ
Ẽ⇤
B
= � 1

B
ñ⇥̃k⇤⇥ñ,⇥̃ sin(�ñ,⇥̃) (4.1)

1In these references the cross-phase convention switched conjugate, hence the negative sign.
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Symmetry Breaking and the 2D Inverse Energy Cascade.

Matt Worstell
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Figure 7.18: Series of floating potential power spectra showing the evolution in time as a response
to m = 3 non-symmetric bias in shot 7873.
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non-symmetric power spectrum above 8kHz. The total bicoherence, Bt =
1

Ntot

P
f1, f2 b2( f1, f2) with

Ntot the number of terms in the sum, representing all coupling in bicoherence plane more than

doubles during non-symmetric bias versus a high density discharge. In comparison, the symmetric

bias increase is about 10% at either current level.

Summed Bicoherence (Normalized)
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Figure 7.21: Non-symmetric bias displays sharply higher summed bicoherence than either high
density or symmetric bias across nearly all frequencies. Current levels are comparable for the

non-symmetric bias (red, shot 7874) and symmetric bias (blue, shot 7894) at ⇠100mA.

7.4 Rotating/Zero Net Current Equatorial Bias

Experiments were undertaken investigating the e↵ect of a rotating non-symmetric equatorial bias

and the possibility of a resonance between the rotating plasma and the rotating bias.

The rotating equatorial bias setup allowed the possibility to apply a zero net current perturbation,

with the current into the plasma from the emissive equatorial segments being equally matched by

the current drawn by the oppositely biased collecting equatorial segments. In such a configuration

the applied bias would be purely m = 3, in contrast to static applied bias where the applied bias is
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to a steady non-symmetric equatorial bias.

Iin

Iout

Iin = Iout

�/m

Iin

Iout

Iside/2 Iside/2

Iin = Iout + Iside

Figure 7.1: Illustration of the additional current paths during non-symmetric equatorial bias.

In previous work focusing on driving symmetric radial currents, the radial electric field was

calculated showing very good agreement with experimental measurements, predicting a 1/r potential

profile leading to the plasma rigidly rotating [39]. The model is based on a constant current, which

when injected into the plasma via the equatorial biasing array must flow radially and exit at the

chamber walls. This constraint implies no current flows along the field lines, which is a good

assumption given the insulating magnetic cap. Additional assumptions are needed to estimate

the Pedersen conductivity remaining constant across the plasma. We assume low collisionality

dominated by ion-neutral collisions with an isotropic neutral density across the plasma. With

the strong magnetic field of CTX the Hall term does not significantly contribute to the observed

dynamics. In this way the current density is given entirely by the Pedersen conductivity

J = � · E? = �pE? � �H(E? ⇥ b̂) + �oEk ⇡ �pE?. (7.1)

When this model is modified to allow non-symmetric equatorial bias the current injected at the inner

boundary flows both radially and azimuthally. The change reconfigures the current channels in each

subdomain as depicted in Figure 7.1. One result of breaking the symmetry is that the exponent of

the radial potential dependence increases with rising azimuthal mode number. The dependence

is shown in Table 7.1. While the increase is slightly less than linear the change when the mode
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aspects. First, the number of elements was increased from six to twelve to better investigate non-

axisymmetric e↵ects. This was accomplished by eliminating the thermionic emission configuration

used in previous experiments. A portion of the upgraded array is shown in Figure 3.9.

Each of the dozen segments can be independently configured at the vacuum feedthrough to be

biased, grounded or to function as a floating or current probe. Linking the segments together allows

the imposition of a potential bias configured with a m = 0, 1, 2, 3 or 6 azimuthal mode structure as

seen in Figure 3.10. Segments not biased are connected to a current sensor, e↵ectively grounding

them.

Figure 3.10: Possible configurations of the upgraded equatorial biasing array.

The second facet of the array upgrade was to adapt the array to drive higher currents, enabling

operation in the turbulent high density regime. The six earlier array elements were tungsten meshes

with 80% transparency. The e↵ective area of an individual segment was increased by switching to

51 µm thick stainless steel shim stock. Each element was comprised of five pieces of shim stock

18mm ⇥ 90mm folded spot welded into a loop. Prior to the upgrade the equatorial array could
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• How does a laboratory magnetosphere work? 

• Interchange disturbances and magnetic drift resonances 

‣ Low frequency interchange turbulence: steady “canonical” 
profiles 

‣ Three interchange instabilities: Fast drift-kinetic, centrifugal 
interchange, semi-collisional entropy modes 

• Examples: exploring plasma dynamics by injection of heat, particles, 
current, and magnetic perturbations by decreasing ion inertial lengths

• How does a laboratory magnetosphere work? 

• Interchange disturbances and magnetic drift resonances 

‣ Low frequency interchange turbulence: steady “canonical” 
profiles

‣ Three interchange instabilities: Fast drift-kinetic, centrifugal 
interchange, semi-collisional entropy modes
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Fig. 8. The solar wind interaction with the Moon when the interplanetary
magnetic !eld is perpendicular to the solar wind "ow. The solar wind
is completely absorbed on streamlines that intersect the Moon, leaving a
cavity on the downstream side that !lls by ion motion along the magnetic
!eld at the ion thermal velocity. Because of the charge neutrality condition
in the plasma the electrons move with the ions. In MHD terms the region
in which the plasma is moving toward the wake is called an expansion
fan (Spreiter et al., 1970).

interplanetary magnetic !eld perpendicular to the solar wind
"ow. Not shown is the "ow-aligned case that occurs much
more rarely. In both cases the "owing plasma is absorbed
by the moon leaving an empty wake behind the Moon. In
the aligned-"ow case the plasma cannot "ow into the cavity
behind the moon but the wake does narrow to a diameter
less than that of the moon. In the case with the interplanetary
magnetic !eld perpendicular to the "ow, the plasma closes
behind the Moon at the ion thermal velocity. Since the ions
are much more massive than the electrons and since charge
neutrality requires electrons and ions to stay together in the
solar wind, ion motion governs the electrons as well.
An important aspect of this interaction is the electric !eld.

The solar wind is a "owing, magnetized plasma and hence
has an electric !eld in the frame of reference of the Moon.
Thus ions produced on one side of the moon by photoion-
ization of its tenuous atmosphere will be accelerated down
on to the surface, while on the other side ions will be re-
moved from the moon (Freeman and Ibrahim, 1975). In this
way the solar wind electric !eld both implants ions into the
lunar surface and removes them from the lunar atmosphere.
However, the currents through the body of the Moon, driven
by this electric !eld, are very, very small because of the ex-
tremely low electrical conductivity of the lunar surface. The
solar wind does cause currents in the interior of the moon
by carrying a spatially varying magnetic !eld past the moon
that the moon sees as a time varying magnetic !eld and that
induces a voltage across the moon. These currents "ow en-
tirely within the moon and do not penetrate the crust. Fi-
nally, we note that Mars' tiny moons Phobos and Diemos
have been reported to cause disturbances in the solar wind
(Riedler et al., 1989; Dubinin et al., 1990; Sauer et al., 1998)
but since these moons orbit close to the bow shock when
they are in the solar wind it is di#cult to separate lunar from
planetary e$ects.

Fig. 9. The average con!guration of the magnetic !eld in the Mercury
magnetosphere as drawn in the noon-midnight meridian based on the
Mariner 10 "ybys. (Russell et al., 1988).

4. Mercury

To the non-specialist Mercury looks much like the Moon.
It has a cratered surface and no signi!cant atmosphere
but unlike the Moon it has a magnetic !eld that de"ects
the solar wind well above the surface. The magnetic !eld
con!guration in the noon-midnight meridian is shown in
Fig. 9 as inferred from two "ybys by Mariner 10 in 1974
and 1975. Some recon!guration of the magnetosphere was
detected on the !rst "yby and interpreted in terms of a
magnetospheric substorm as on Earth (Siscoe et al., 1975),
but, since Mercury has no signi!cant ionosphere, stresses
might be communicated much more rapidly in the Mer-
cury magnetosphere than in the terrestrial magnetosphere.
Under the assumption that Mercury' s magnetosphere was
responsive to the interplanetary magnetic !eld orienta-
tion in a manner similar to that on the Earth, Luhmann
et al. (1998) modi!ed Tsyganenko' s (1996) terrestrial mag-
netic !eld model to apply to Mercury. Fig. 10 shows the
equivalent magnetic !eld models for three IMF conditions
obtained by Luhmann et al. (1998). They then assumed that
these model !elds were immediately attained when the IMF
changed and calculated what IMF conditions would create
the magnetospheric conditions observed. Their conclusion
was that the dynamics of the Mercury magnetosphere could
be directly driven with little or no storage of energy in the
magnetic tail, unlike the terrestrial magnetosphere.
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Fig. 15. Magnetic !eld lines in the noon-midnight meridian of the jovian
magnetosphere showing the current sheet in the magnetodisk region (after
Russell et al., 1998a, b).

magnetic !eld in the noon-midnight meridian shown in
Fig. 15. As can be seen in this !gure the nose of the mag-
netosphere is sharper than that of the Earth. Just as the
aerodynamic shape of a supersonic airplane allows the bow
shock to form very close to the nose of that airplane, the
more streamlined shape of the jovian magnetopause allows
the bow shock to be formed closer to the magnetosphere
than at Earth (Stahara et al., 1989).
The existence of a variable source of mass in the inner

jovian magnetosphere provides an extra dimension to the
dynamics of the jovian magnetosphere. There is possible
control by the rate of mass addition as well as by the solar
wind and the interplanetary magnetic !eld. This mass addi-
tion could a"ect the size and the shape of the magnetosphere.
We do not yet know how variable is this mass-loading rate,
so we cannot yet estimate how important this e"ect is on the
size of the magnetosphere. If mass loading were to totally
cease we estimate that the magnetopause stando" distance
would be only about 40RJ which is similar to the smallest
stando" distances seen, but these conditions also most prob-
ably correspond to periods of higher than usual solar wind
dynamic pressure.
As we discussed above, the Earth' s magnetosphere is very

much a"ected by the strength and orientation of the inter-
planetary magnetic !eld, or more correctly, the product of
the solar wind velocity and the component of the magnetic
!eld perpendicular to the solar wind #ow. While the mag-
netic !eld strength is almost a factor of 10 smaller at Jupiter
than at the Earth, the enormous size of the magnetosphere
might compensate for this decrease. We can estimate the im-
portance of the solar wind electric !eld on a magnetosphere
by comparing the solar wind electric !eld, the product of

the magnetic !eld perpendicular to the solar wind #ow and
the solar wind speed, with the corotational electric !eld of
the planetary magnetosphere that is equal to the corotational
speed !R times the north-south component of the magnetic
!eld. Since the corotational speed increases as R and the
magnetic !eld decreases as R3 (in a dipole) the electric !eld
of a rotating dipolar magnetosphere decreases as L−2. Thus
the terrestrial corotational electric !eld is 14L−2 mV m−1

and that of Jupiter 4900L−2 mV m−1 where L is the dis-
tance in planetary radii. The solar wind electric !eld at 1
and 5:2 AU respectively is typically 3 and 0:4 mV=m. If all
of this !eld were able to penetrate the terrestrial and jovian
magnetospheres, the interplanetary and corotational !elds
would be equal at 2:1RE and 100RJ respectively. Since at
Earth only about 10% of the solar wind electric !eld \ pene-
trates" the magnetosphere, the typical distance at which the
electric !elds balance is 6RE. If the same rule applied to
Jupiter the balance point would be about 300RJ. In fact, we
have reason to believe that reconnection is even less e"ective
at Jupiter than at Earth. While #ux transfer events, one man-
ifestation of magnetopause reconnection, were observed at
the jovian magnetopause they were typically smaller and less
frequent than on Earth (Walker and Russell, 1985). More-
over, the reconnection is apparently less e$cient for high
beta conditions that occur behind high Mach number shocks
(Scurry et al., 1994), and the jovian shock has a signi!-
cantly higherMach number than the terrestrial shock. Finally
and most importantly, jovian auroral phenomena behave dif-
ferently than terrestrial aurora (Clarke et al., 1996; Prange
et al., 1998). Jovian aurora rotate with Jupiter and are asso-
ciated with the inner magnetodisk portion of the magneto-
sphere. Unlike terrestrial auroras they do not cluster about
the boundary between open and closed !eld lines. It is clear
that the jovian magnetosphere works much di"erently than
the terrestrial magnetosphere.
The electric !eld associated with corotation arises be-

cause the ionosphere rotates with the atmosphere and the at-
mosphere rotates with the planet. Since electrons can move
quite freely along the magnetic !eld, the magnetic !eld lines
are equipotentials and transmit this electric !eld to the equa-
tor regions. It is, of course, possible that this electric !eld
is altered in some way. If some process \ held" the #ux tube
!xed in the equatorial plane, it would either have to bend
because it was also !xed to the ionosphere, or it would
have to slip with respect to the ionosphere. If it slipped with
respect to the ionosphere, a potential drop would have to
appear across the point where the #ux tube slipped. As dis-
cussed for the Earth this velocity shear leads to intense au-
rora. Thus, to zeroth order, auroral pictures of Jupiter may
simply show us where this slippage is taking place.

7.1. Mass addition at Io

Io is the engine that drives the jovian magnetosphere and
mass addition is the fuel that powers the magnetosphere.
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atmosphere by collisions at the lo  altitude ends of
magneticfield lines.

Radiation belts Region of high fluxes of very energetic
electrons and ions that encircles the earth in the inner
portion of the magnetosphere.

Solar wind Plasma that flows outward from the sun and
fills interplanetary space.

SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS is the study of the plas 
mas that originate from the sun and from the planets and
moons within the solar system. These plasmas occupy
interplanetary space and the magnetospheres of planets.
This article gi es an o erall description of the plasma pro 
cesses which control the large scale structure and dynam 
ics of the near earth space plasma en ironment. This in 
cludes the formation of the solar wind and interplanetary
plasma disturbances. It also includes the interaction of the
solar wind plasma and magneticfield with the magnetic
field of the earth and how this interaction leads to the in-
teresting and dynamic space plasma environment which
exists in the vicinity of the earth. Topics include energy
transfer to and within the earth’s magnetosphere, forma-
tion of magnetospheric structure, and disturbances of the
magnetosphere–ionosphere system which constitute what
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FIGURE 1 Schematic illustration of the magnetosphere in the noon–midnight meridian plane.

has recently been termed“space weather.” Space plasma
physics also includes the interaction of the solar plasma
with other planets, the mixing of solar and planetary plas-
mas, and a wide range of wave modes associated with
plasma oscillations in space.

I. INTRODUCTION

The sun continuously emits a stream of ioni ed particles,
which is referred to as the solar wind and is the primary
component of the plasma whichfills interplanetary space.
The average speed of this stream in the ecliptic plane is
∼   ∥                ∥                          
                                                
                               ∼     ∼   ∥      
                       ∥                      
                 ’s internal magnetic field is approx-
imately that of a dipole. However, the interaction of the
solar wind particles with the earth’s magnetic field com-
presses the earth’s field on the dayside and draws the field
out into a long tail on the nightside. This interaction also
confines most of the magnetic field of the earth to a re-
gion referred to as the magnetosphere (see Fig. 1, which
is a sketch of the magnetosphere in the noon–midnight

Mercury Earth Jupiter

Size 2 R 10 R 100 R

Density (c / ω 0.1 0.003 0.00001
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Alfvén Wave Excitation in LDX: 
Opportunity for a Many Important Experiments

Example: 200 kHz m = 2 Polar Launcher

• Alfvén Wave Spectroscopy and Resonances  
• Toroidal-Poloidal Polarization Coupling  
• Alfvén Wave interactions with Radiation Belt Particles  
• Ion Cyclotron Resonance and FLR 

Toroidal Poloidal Compressional

Launcher



NASA’s early effort in Laboratory Testing and Validation can be 
Significantly Advanced with Modern Modeling and Diagnostics

Earth, (2) electrical compatibility of the thruster system and the rest
of the spacecraft, or (3) degradation by thruster exhaust products of
the spacecraft solar cells, the thermal control surfaces, or the optical
properties of various spacecraft surfaces (NASA 1970).

SERT II comprised a spacecraft section and a spacecraft support
unit. The spacecraft section included two identical 15-cm-diameter
mercury electron-bombardment ion thrusters (each producing
28 mN of thrust and 4,200-s specific impulse at 850-W input power)
and auxiliary experiments. The spacecraft support unit included
power conditioning, switching, command and telemetry, and attitude
control. The support unit (Fig. 6) was attached to the forward end
of a 7.2-m-long, 1.53-m-diameter Agena vehicle. Two solar arrays
extended from the aft end of the Agena vehicle to provide power for
the EP system. At the time, the arrays were the largest ever flown by
NASA—each nominally 5.8-m long by 1.5-m wide—and provided
a beginning-of-life power of 1,425 W. The SERT II spacecraft and
Agena vehicle were to be launched from Vandenberg atop a Thorad
launch vehicle into a 1,000-km-high, 99.1! inclination orbit.

GRC was responsible for (1) management of the Thorad-Agena
launch vehicle; (2) staffing and operations of the mission control
center, which was housed at GRC; (3) management of the primary
mission experiments; (4) design and fabrication of the spacecraft and
ion thrusters; (5) management of other spacecraft subsystem and solar
array contracts; and (6) assembly and acceptance testing of the
spacecraft (at Vacuum Facility #5 in GRC’s EPL) (Kerslake and
Ignaczak 1993) (Figs. 7 and 8).

In what would become prophetic words—Channing Conger,
GRC’s Chief of the Spacecraft Technology Division, stated at the
time of the SERT II launching: “The earliest application of the ion

engine might be to keep a large satellite correctly positioned in orbit
formany years. Next, a cluster of such enginesmight be used as early
as 1975 to propel an unmanned probe to the asteroids orbiting the sun
between Mars and Jupiter. Asteroids are the hundreds of tiny
‘planets’ which may help explain the creation of the solar system.”
(The Plain Dealer 1970). His predictions were finally realized, 25
and 37 years later, with the launch of the Hughes (nee Boeing) HS–
601 spacecraft with ion propulsion for stationkeeping in 1995 and
theNASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s (JPL)Dawnmission in 2007,
respectively.

The SERT II spacecraft and Agena vehicle were successfully
launched into a near-polar 1000-km-altitude orbit on February 3,
1970, and put into a gravity-gradient stabilized orientation (Figs. 9
and 10). After a brief checkout of the spacecraft systems, IPS
operations were initiated with the startup of thruster 2 on February
10, followed by the startup of thruster 1 on February 14. Thruster 1
was operated in a near-uninterrupted fashion for 5.25 months until
July 22, when an unclearable grid short resulted in the termination of
operation after 3,781 h. Ion thruster 2 was started on July 24, 1970,
and operated for 2,011 h, nearly 3 months (until October 17, 1970),
before a permanent high-voltage grid short occurred on this thruster
as well. The permanent grid shorts on both thrusters precluded
further operation with beam extraction until 1974, when thruster 2’s
grids were cleared by mechanically spinning the spacecraft.

Although the mission was officially labeled a failure because the
primary thruster operated for only 5 months (instead of the 6-month
goal), many of the IPS elements functioned successfully for more
than a decade—21 years in the case of the power electronics. The
failure mode of the thrusters was successfully concluded, and design

Fig. 5. Preflight testing of SERT I flight package in GRC’s Vacuum
Facility #5 (courtesy of NASA) Fig. 6. (Top) Assembly of SERT II spacecraft section and (bottom)

spacecraft support unit at GRC (courtesy of NASA)
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Space Power Facility (SPF)
Plum Brook Facility at Sandusky 
World’s Largest Vacuum Vessel

A Large Space Chamber Could be Filled with a 
Laboratory Magnetosphere 



Laboratory Magnetospheres are Unique Opportunities 
for Controlled Plasma Science Experiments

• Laboratory magnetospheres are facilities for conducting controlled tests of 
space-weather models in relevant magnetic geometry and for exploring 
magnetospheric phenomena by controlling the injection of heat, particles, 
and perturbations 

• Semi-collisional and trapped “artificial radiation belt” dynamics and transport 
have been studied.  

• Larger laboratory magnetospheres significantly increase trapped particle energy, 
intensity of “artificial radiation belt”, and plasma density. Allowing new controlled 
tests of complex Alfvén wave interactions in the magnetosphere. 

• Very large plasmas can be produced in the laboratory, continuously, with low 
power and great flexibility. Verification and discovery of critical plasma science.  

• Outlook: We can build/operate the largest laboratory plasma on Earth




